Essay Writing and Connective Phrases

"Argumentative Essay": purpose, structure and "connective phrases" in meaningful context

"Composition" or "Argumentative Essay" requires either deliberative reasoning, or the opinion of only one page. These shapes can be learned interactively or through forms such as the example of a letter to the editor at "BBC Bitesize" debating with regard to the Communication test with controversial speech or writing occasions practice. To post or proofreading a essay here there is a checklist.

"Reasons to Speak Out"

- "IDEA" or "ProCon" deliver formulated arguments to dispute that both are suitable for essay writing and is ready for communication test to the progressive establishment competence and in high school. Here are some examples of age-appropriate topics:
  - "Homework is a waste of time."
  - "This House Believes in Santa Claus."
  - "Is a College Education Worth It?"
  - "Are Social Networking Sites Good for Our Society?"
  - "Do Violent Video Games Contribute to Youth Violence?"
  - "Should the Drinking Age Be Lowered from 21 to a Younger Age?"
  - "Should Tablets Replace Textbooks in Schools?"
  - "This house believes did society benefits When We share personal information online.
  - "This House would replace Christmas with a festival for everyone."

"Cornucopia"

Documented debates provide means of speech as well as arguments and can be used for letters to the editor, abstracts or as a role cards for "debating" use. Further documentation can be found in youth culture, "The Civil Rights Movement", "Gender Equality", firearms, "Immigration", drug trafficking, China, "The Environment", "9 and Europe", globalization, "The American Dream", terrorism and "The Media":
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